While high-degree models of the Earth's gravity potential have been inferred from measurements for more than a decade, corresponding geomagnetic models are difficult to produce. The primary challenge lies in the estimation of the magnetic potential, which is not completely determined by available field intensity measurements and cannot be computed by direct in- 
Introduction
Induced and remanent magnetizations of the crust and upper mantle give rise to the lithospheric magnetic field. Differences in magnetic mineral content provide an excellent marker for crustal structure and composition [Shaw et al., 1996; Milligan et al., 2003; Hemant and Maus, 2005; Whittaker et al., 2007; Purucker and Whaler , 2007; Aitken and Betts, 2008] . The ability of these minerals to freeze in the ambient direction of the magnetic field during rock formation offers opportunities for geomagnetic dating, in particular of oceanic crust [Müller et al., 2008] . Magnetic anomalies can significantly affect the local direction of magnetic north and therefore have to be taken into account when using the magnetic field for navigation and heading. Finally, corrections for the lithospheric contribution have to be applied when calibrating space-based magnetometers or when using such magnetometers to infer oceanic, ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions to the magnetic field.
Over the past 60 years considerable effort has been made to map magnetic anomalies on local to regional scales by marine and aeromagnetic surveys. Due to the difficulty of accurately orienting a vector magnetometer on a moving platform, only the anomaly of the total intensity of the field is usually measured. These surveys have been compiled into continental-scale maps (e.g Fairhead et al. [1997] ; Minty et al. [2003] ). The longest wavelengths of the lithospheric field can be mapped by low orbiting satellites [Langel and Hinze, 1998; Maus et al., 2008] . Global models of the magnetic field (e.g. Olsen et al. [2009] ; Lesur et al. [2008] ; Maus et al. [2006] ; Sabaka et al. [2004] ) presently extend up to spherical harmonic degree 65 and thus include only lithospheric contributions with X -4 MAUS: DEGREE-720 ELLIPSOIDAL HARMONIC MODEL wavelengths longer than 600 km. The satellite-based magnetic field model MF6 [Maus et al., 2008] , which is focused on the lithospheric contribution, extends to degree 120, 330 km wavelength. Due to the strong attenuation of small-scale magnetic anomalies with altitude, it is very difficult to map shorter wavelengths by satellite.
The World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map project was an international effort to combine marine, airborne and satellite magnetic measurements into a global magnetic anomaly grid [Maus et al., 2007b; Hemant et al., 2007; Hamoudi et al., 2007; Korhonen et al., 2007] A significant shortcoming of these first global magnetic grids was the sparse coverage in the southern oceans. Including further data and using a directional gridding technique based on the oceanic crustal age model by Müller et al. [2008] , a global magnetic anomaly grid EMAG2 with improved coverage was produced in a large follow-on collaborative effort [Maus et al., 2009] .
While the EMAG2 grid currently gives the most detailed global representation of magnetic anomalies, it does not directly provide information on the direction of the corresponding vector field. Locally, one can assume a constant direction of the ambient field and determine the magnetic anomaly vector components by Fourier analysis [Blakely, 1995, Section 12.3.2] , or one can represent the field regionally by a Revised Spherical Cap Harmonic Analysis (R-SCHA) [Thébault et al., 2006] . Extending this approach to global scales naturally leads to the use of spherical and ellipsoidal harmonics. Once the magnetic potential is given in a global harmonic representation, the vector components can conveniently be synthesized at any desired location and altitude. The first version of the National Geophysical Data Center's high-degree model of the geomagnetic field was updated in 2008 using the same spherical representation, but based on a global magnetic anomaly grid with better data coverage. Here, I describe the algorithms that were used in the third generation of this effort, which makes use of the EMAG2 grid, better inversion methodology, and the more suitable representation by ellipsoidal harmonics.
Ellipsoidal harmonics were first used by Winch [1967] to represent the geomagnetic field.
The only subsequent use in geomagnetism appears to have been the study of Jackson et al. [1999] who investigated geomagnetic effects of the Earth's ellipticity. High-degree spherical and ellipsoidal harmonic expansions have long been used to represent the Earth's gravity potential [Lemoine et al., 1998; Pavlis et al., 2008] , and the present study benefited significantly from numerically stable algorithms derived for this purpose by Jekeli [1988] and Gleason [1988] .
The second section of this paper provides the relevant equations for the ellipsoidal harmonic representation of the magnetic field. Details of the numerical estimation of ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients are provided in the third section. The resulting ellipsoidal harmonic model NGDC-720 is presented in the fourth section in terms of power spectra and maps of the vector components, followed by a brief discussion and outlook.
Ellipsoidal harmonics
After pointing out the rationale of using ellipsoidal harmonics in high-degree field modeling, this section provides the relevant equations. In particular, one requires the relations between the magnetic field vector components and the ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients.
These are derived here from the ellipsoidal harmonic representations given by Jekeli [1988] and Gleason [1988] . Finally, it is important to be able to transform an ellipsoidal har-
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Benefit of ellipsoidal harmonic representation
While it is obvious that the shape of the Earth is better represented by an ellipsoid of revolution than by a sphere, this does not mean that an ellipsoidal harmonic representation of the magnetic potential is necessarily more accurate than the spherical one. Indeed, one can exactly transform one representation into the other. The final coefficients of NGDC-720 are therefore provided as an equivalent degree-740 spherical harmonic model which can be evaluated with standard geomagnetic field user software.
The real benefit of using ellipsoidal harmonics lies in the improved stability of the estimation of the model coefficients. For a well-posed inverse problem, a unit perturbation anywhere in the model space should cause a unit perturbation in the data space. A trivial consequence of this lemma is to use fully normalized basis functions in high-degree field modeling. In addition, the ellipsoidal shape of the Earth has to be taken into account.
Magnetic anomalies with a horizontal wavelength L are attenuated over an altitude difference of Δz by a factor e −2πΔz/L . For the shortest wavelengths of L = 56 km represented by a degree-720 model, the Δz = 21.4 km difference between the polar and equatorial Earth radius thus constitutes an attenuation factor of 11. Use of spherical harmonics is therefore equivalent to downweighting the polar data by an undesired wavelength-dependent factor of up to 11. For a future degree-5400 magnetic model, corresponding to the 7.4 km wavelength resolution of the 2-arc-minute EMAG2 grid [Maus et al., 2009] , this factor increases to 8 x 10 7 , and the attenuation factor further increases to 1. merical stability of an inversion using spherical harmonics for the ellipsoidal Earth rapidly deteriorates with increasing degree. In the same way that the surfaces of equal radius in geocentric coordinates are concentric spheres, the surfaces of equal semi-minor axis in the chosen ellipsoidal coordinates are confocal ellipsoids of rotation (hereafter called ellipsoids), symmetrical about the Earth rotation axis. Each cross-section of an ellipsoid through the rotation axis is an ellipse. For any one cross-section, all of these ellipses have the same foci, namely, the two points at distance E from the center of the Earth (Figure 1 ). Each ellipsoid is specified by its semiminor (polar) axis u; the corresponding semi-major (equatorial) axis is then
Ellipsoidal coordinates
The second orthogonal component is the reduced latitude β, which is the angle shown in Figure 2 and defined in equations (5) to (7) From these values follow the focus E and semi-major axis b as
We use the set of confocal ellipsoids with a common constant value of E. Note that the flattening f , on the other hand, is not constant and decreases with increasing size of the ellipsoids.
The adopted ellipsoidal coordinates (λ, β, u) are related to Cartesian coordinates by
Ellipsoidal harmonic representation of the magnetic potential
Using a scalar potential V , the vector B of the magnetic field of internal origin can be represented as
With the choice of coordinates (λ, β, u) , the potential of the internal field can be expanded into ellipsoidal harmonics as
where, R = 6371.2 km is the traditional geomagnetic reference radius, N is the degree of the expansion, the fraction is real-valued despite having complex arguments with i 2 = −1, the real-valued ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients g functions of the first and second kind [Jekeli , 1988, eqs. 5 and 13] , defined as
where μ is a complex argument, and P n and Q n are the Legendre polynomials of the first and second kind [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, 8.6.18 and 8.6 .19].
Renormalization of vertical dependence
To facilitate the numerical evaluation of the vertical dependence in (9), Jekeli [1988, eq. 27 ] introduced the function
where m was defined in (12). Substituting into (9) then gives
Representation of magnetic vector components
Following (8) and evaluating the gradient in ellipsoidal coordinates, the vector components of the magnetic field are related to the magnetic potential as [Winch, 1967] 
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where X is the local north component, Y is east and Z is the down component of the magnetic field. Inserting the magnetic potential V given by (14) leads to
Numerical implementation
The computation of the vector components X, Y and Z using (18), (19) and (20) is very similar to the corresponding computations for spherical harmonics (e.g. Langel [1987] ).
Assuming that algorithms to computeP can be computed using the recurrence relation given by Gleason [1988] as
where N t is the number of terms needed to attain the prescribed accuracy. Correspondingly, the term recurrence relation as
Transformation between ellipsoidal and spherical harmonic expansions
Exact transformations between ellipsoidal and spherical harmonic expansions have been derived by Jekeli [1988] . This allows users to continue using spherical harmonic software to compute magnetic field elements from a given model. In addition, the transforms enable rigorous testing of the numerical implementation, as discussed below.
The spherical harmonic representation of the magnetic potential using fully normalized associated Legendre functions (10) is given as
where ψ is geocentric latitude (Fig. 2) . Note that the coefficients g 
where [x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. Here,S m n is given by (21)- (26), while Λ n,m,k is computed by the recurrence [Jekeli , 1988, eq. 35 ]
The reverse transform from spherical to ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients is also provided by Jekeli [1988, eqs. 29-31 ], but is not used here. Note again that transforms (34) - (38) are only valid for fully normalized coefficients.
Validation of numerical implementation
Correct implementation of the equations can be verified in a self-consistent test: For a given ellipsoidal harmonic expansion, one can synthesize the magnetic field vector components on the WGS84 ellipsoid using (18) to (20) from the new NGDC-720 model disagree by not more than 0.001 nT at any point on the surface of the WGS84 ellipsoid.
Data processing and model parameter estimation
Due to the difficulty of determining the attitude of a vector magnetometer on a moving platform, magnetic surveys usually measure only the total intensity of the magnetic field.
After subtracting the strength of the long-wavelength "main field", the residual is referred to as the total intensity magnetic anomaly dT . As input data for the NGDC-720 model we use the pre-compiled Earth Magnetic Anomaly Grid EMAG2 [Maus et al., 2009] with 2 arc minute cell size, corresponding to 3.7 km arc length at the equator. Using a precompiled grid, instead of the original measurements, has the following advantages: (1) it significantly reduces the computation time needed to estimate the model coefficients.
(2) the regular data distribution improves the stability of the estimation, (3) a lot of effort has gone into fitting individual surveys to a common baseline, and (4) areas with missing values can be padded with satellite-derived field estimates in order to avoid ringing artifacts in those areas.
Resampling of input grid
Estimation of the NGDC-720 model parameters is a computationally expensive process.
It is therefore essential to increase the cell size of the input grid. A 15 arc minute grid of 1440 x 720 cells centered on Gauss-Legendre positions determines an ellipsoidal harmonic expansion to degree 719.
To avoid aliasing, the EMAG2 grid padded with the MF6 satellite-derived model [Maus et al., 2008] was averaged, rather than subsampled, to 15 arc minute cell size, correspond-
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ing to 28 km at the equator. In this averaging process, each 2-arc-minute EMAG2 grid cell was assigned to the nearest 15-arc-minute cell, which was subsequently filled with the mean value of all 2-arc-minute cells assigned to it.
Backus effect
Considering that the main field is usually several orders of magnitude stronger than the local magnetic anomaly, it is easily seen that the total intensity anomaly dT is primarily sensitive to lithospheric magnetic field contributions in the direction of the main field.
Unless local magnetic anomalies are exceptionally strong, their contribution perpendicular to the main field does not significantly change the strength of the measured field and is therefore invisible. It was shown by Backus [1970] that certain magnetic fields of internal origin can be orthogonal to the ambient main field everywhere. Such contributions are then completely invisible in dT measurements. While these are very special geometries that have their field concentrated near the magnetic equator, they nevertheless create a non-uniqueness in the estimation of the magnetic potential from total intensity measurements. For an axial dipolar main field, Backus showed that for each degree n each of the two sectorial (m=n) harmonics starts a series that defines a field that everywhere on the spherical surface is orthogonal to the axial dipole field; this series is dominated by the leading term. Details of the penalty function are given in the following subsection.
Estimation of model coefficients
The model coefficients g e n,m and h e n,m , were estimated by minimizing the function that is perpendicular to the local ambient field, incorporating the weighting factor |ν H | described above. W ⊥ = 0.01 is the relative weight given to these penalty terms; this value was found to be suitable by trial and error. W
GL i
is the Gauss-Legendre weight which best approximates the sum to a surface integration.
To obtain ν we ignored the small lithospheric field, and assumed the ambient field was constant in time over the 60-year period during which the dT were obtained; we used the DGRF1980 of IGRF generation 5 or later. This model was chosen because its epoch is close to the center of the data period, and because it is globally well-constrained by measurements of the Magsat (1979 Magsat ( -1980 satellite.
The minimum of the penalty function (39) was determined iteratively using Numerical Algorithm Group's routine E04DGF (http://nag.com/numeric/FL/nagdoc fl22/xhtml/E04/e04dgf.xml), which minimizes an unconstrained nonlinear function by a pre-conditioned, quasi-Newton conjugate gradient method employing first derivatives. The starting model had all coefficients set to zero.
Results
The coefficients of an ellipsoidal harmonic expansion of the magnetic potential to degree 719 were estimated using the above method. Satisfactory convergence was reached after 55 iterations, which took several months on a 3 GHz quad-processor server using parallelized code. The convergence is illustrated in Figure 3 . Note that the residuals
are not expected to converge to zero, for two reasons: (1) Due to the use of the penalty function terms in (39) which prevent a complete fit to the data, and (2) because the 720 × 1440 = 1, 036, 800 values of the input grid cannot be completely represented with 719 × 721 = 518, 399 ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients. The equi-angular input grid has short-wavelength content at high latitudes which is not meant to be represented by the degree-719 ellipsoidal harmonic representation. At the solution, the penalty terms contribute about 5% to the function F in (39).
Compared with the first version of the NGDC-720 model, which was released in September 2006, the new version 3 has significantly stronger power at low and high degrees, while the power is comparable at intermediate degrees. Figure 4 ) displays the spectrum in the definition of Maus [2008] , which is related to the Lowes/Mauersberger spectrum by a factor 1/(2n + 1) and an additional factor of 1/(2n + 1) if fully normalized coefficients are used. The higher power at low degrees in NGDC-720 version 3 is due to an improvement in the production of the CHAMP satellite-based MF6 model [Maus et al., 2008] over the previously used MF5 model [Maus et al., 2007a] , which suffered from loss of genuine long-wavelength lithospheric signal due to along-track filtering. The higher power at high degrees indicates a more complete representation of shorter-scale magnetic anomalies, due to (1) better global data coverage of the underlying data set EMAG2, (2) use of ellipsoidal instead of spherical harmonics, and (3) better suppression of Backus effects. The latter, in particular, allowed the iteration to converge to higher values of the coefficients without producing artifacts.
When plotting maps of the magnetic field vector components, it is important to recognize that a sharp cut-off in the wavenumber domain causes ringing in the space domain.
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This ringing does not indicate computational artifacts and is not related to the accuracy of the coefficients. Due to its rather flat spectrum, the effect is very obvious for the lithospheric magnetic field. To produce clean maps of the vector components, the ringing can be suppressed by a Hanning filter, i. e. multiplying the coefficients of each degree n by cos 2 (πn/2(N + 1). It should be pointed out, however, that the best estimate of the magnetic field vector, with the lowest global root-mean-square residual, is provided by the unfiltered coefficients. Maps produced from Hanning-filtered coefficients are displayed in equatorial projections in Figure 5 and in polar projections in Figure 6 .
Discussion and outlook
While the EMAG2 grid of dT values provides globally the most detailed available information on the lithospheric magnetic field, it does not directly provide any information on the field direction. This deficiency is addressed here by representing the magnetic field vector by a scalar potential, estimated from the EMAG2 grid. Since this potential is not completely determined by dT measurements, a penalty function was employed to find a magnetic field solution with minimal contribution orthogonal to the main field. Once the magnetic potential is given in harmonic representation, the vector components can conveniently be synthesized at any desired location and altitude. The NGDC-720 model thus represents the magnetic anomalies in a more accessible form, which can be used, for example, as a crustal field correction in navigational devices. It must be kept in mind, For the point of interest P at some altitude above the WGS84 reference ellipsoid, the thin solid line shows the confocal ellipse with its auxiliary circle (dashed).
The ellipse has semi-minor axis u and semi-major axis 
